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A heart-warming story about lessons in family, friends, love, and of course...farming.

QueenofRed and Jbelle, you may change the story in and way, shape or form, I really don't mind at all.
:D Thanks for inspiring me to write this long of a story!
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1 - Harvest Moon: Growing Generations Plot

A heart-warming story about lessons in family, friends, love, and of course...farming. 

We begin our story in Harvest Moon: A Wonderful Life, where our protagonist Jack inherits a farm when
his father dies and leaves in his will that he is to inherit the farm and help it grow. He warns that, if he
doesn't, the land he loved most would die...

The story continues on generation by generation when the main characters grow the farm, get married,
and have children. The children, however, keep the plot moving by moving to other towns, like Mineral
Town, continuing our story there in the next game, Harvest Moon: More Friends from Mineral Town.
(The main character would be a girl in this part of the story).

Jill faces many challenges being the new girl and learning how to grow a farm on new and foreign land,
yet trying her best to survive life. As every Harvest Moon story goes, there are festivals to attend, she
makes the farm successful, gets married, and has loving children, further growing the story.

Jill had two children, John and Jane, and only one of them could stay and take care of the farm in
Mineral Town(for convenience reasons), so John moves to Flower Bud Village for a Farmer Deal he
heard about when deciding where to move (Harvest Moon: Magical Melody). There he finds out why his
great grandfather warned them of a calamity if they didn't grow and flourish farms: The Harvest Goddess
was dying.

People had found out new ways to grow things without hard work and constantly chopped down whole
forests to build houses and factories, leaving nature no match for some of the heartless people in
mankind. This absolutely crushed the Harvest Goddess, leaving her weaker and weaker every day...But
thanks to Jack's generation of farms, he still left a glitter of hope left in the Harvest Goddess, leaving her
alive and able to keep the nature in the land running.

John later learns about the musical notes he has to collect, an ancient tradition among farmers that was
later forgotten by almost all. John struggled to collect all 100 of those notes, and eventually returns all of
them to the Harvest Goddess. She thanked him, very touched about his efforts and heart, but she left
him with one final request.

She left him with a quest that he would never, ever, forget.

John spent the rest of his days telling everyone about the notes, how back then farmers dedicated all
their lives to collecting each one to live a happy life and return them to the Harvest Goddess so she
could survive and keep nature running at its best. Because of this message, that tradition eventually
came back to mankind. It spread throughout the land, through all of the towns, into the city, and around
the world.

People started collecting those notes again, one by one, and remembered the simplicity of life.
Suddenly, everyone became happy. The whole world saw their world in a different way, and there was



peace. At the beginning of Spring, everyone would travel all around the world and deposit their collected
notes into the Harvest Goddess spring in Flower Bud Village, and would be granted happiness and a
wonderful life. Because that was what life was about.

Jack's farming generation grew on and on and on, just like their farm, along with many, many other
people's. And that's the way Jack's father would have wanted it.

QueenofRed and Jbelle, you may change the story in and way, shape or form, I really don't mind at all.
:D Thanks for inspiring me to write this long of a story!
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